
 
 
Welcome to the June edition of the Newsletter.   
 
Hello everyone. Another month shot by and here I am thinking about what to include in this 
Newsletter. Many thanks to those of you who wrote to me. Seems we have at least 10 readers 
now :-) and one who actually spotted my reversed image of the GB Fiscal I showed in last 
months “Stamps of the Month” sidebar. I know I have one observant reader :-)  
 
One Member wrote to me suggesting more articles on Selling related topics. I like that idea 
and I hope there is something in this Newsletter that meets request.  One idea I had was to 
suggest having a look at this website http://www.stamp-collecting-world.com/  While it has 
a few pieces on selling stamps I also think some of you might enjoy the material on Austria, 
Germany, Russia and the USA. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Another webpage worth a visit perhaps is this one at Gnome village  It is an interesting piece 
from a gentleman by the name of Dr. Thomas P. Singer. He is apparently well known all over 
the US as an expert on US stamps. 
  
He has been a frequent guest on major radio talk shows all across the western US where he 
discusses the science of detecting defects, alterations, and forgeries of philatelic material and 
the economics of stamp investing. He has given a number of lectures on these popular       
subjects in many cities and has been the author of several articles.   
 
Welcome also to some new members again this month.  Kevin Drake from New Zealand and 
Iain Craven  from the UK at http://www.bcstamps.co.uk/  I show a small piece from his great 
website on following pages. 
 
As you will all know we had a little competition over the past two months to promote the IPDA 
and gain new members. The results, congratulations to Roger West from the UK, one of our 
Directors, who wins two years free membership for his excellent effort and result to recruit the 
most new members, and also to Ian Boulton, who took second place and his prize of one year 
free membership. These guys really made it happen. Well done. Your editor did try but from 38 
emails and follow ups I achieved no new members. I have many stamp dealer contacts here in 
Hong Kong but sadly most speak very little English. The language of philately is universal but 
the language of the IPDA is of course English. 
 
Talking about the IPDA I do want to tell you about the IPDA wiki.  What is that you may ask. 
Well this source of information continues to expand thanks to the amazing effort and talent of 
our Webmaster Allen Oliver. Do have a look on the home page.  
 
With now over 1000 pages with an auto generated index as well as a search option to find the 
details, please do find a few minutes to look at  the IPDA wiki   anyone willing to add details or 
entries for philatelic topics  just get in touch with Allan . Just one way we can add value to 
being a member of the IPDA. 
 
I do ramble don’t I. Somehow filled a page. If you read this just send me an email. I love     
getting emails. Actually I had a lovely break from emails while in UK so could get used to not 

receiving so many, well except from IPDA members :-)     Best wishes..    Michael                                                                             
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What is this? I have 
to spend some time 
to study the       
options. You wont 
be able to tell from 
the picture alone 
but hey! nice to 
see, I hope. 

Just one from a 
lovely collection I 
picked up from the 
excellent UPA   
Auctions. An IPDA 
Member I might 
add. 

Stamps of the Month 

E D I T O R S  C O L U M N  

http://www.stamp-collecting-world.com/
http://www.gnomevillage.com/gnews/StampNews/BuySellStamps1.asp
http://www.bcstamps.co.uk/
http://www.ipdastamps.org/wiki/pmwiki.php?n=Main.HomePage
mailto:allanoliver1937@msn.com
mailto:michaelatipda@gmail.com


Editors Note: One of our members sent a link to me as shown below. The reason, the article about the Facebook 
analysis of the number of Post Offices around the world with Facebook pages and the relative merits and “likes” of 
those pages.  73 official fan pages as it says below. Just goes to show I guess, the reach of Facebook.   
Source and acknowledgement to http://www.stampnews.com/ 

  
Editors Note: I received this email recently. Has anyone seen this, tried it, got views on it?  Be nice to hear . 
 
Dear sir or madam 
My name is Tomaz Langerholc and I am a programmer from Slovenia, EU. Some time ago, I came across a BLOG 
full of critics saying there is no proper software available for managing collections and that encouraged me to       
develop such software on my own – it is called Stamp Mate. 
In the first place, I wanted to solve the main disadvantage of all the available collection managing softwares –     
manual import. I managed to solve this problem in collaboration with Colnect (the largest free online database) and 
now you can use their data for automatic import. 
To introduce it shortly: 
Stamp Mate is an advanced stamp collecting manager for managing your own stamp collection, wishlist, selling lists, 
etc. It's using automatic import of images and data from online database that will save you a lot of time you would 
normally spend for manually entering the information. It has very user friendly interface so you can easily manage 
large amount of data. It has a lot of useful functionalities such as multi editing, printing, exporting, statistics, … You 
can also add a lot of personal stamp information. 
Stamp Mate is really different from all the available software and I am sure it will contribute a lot to stamp collectors 
world. 

The biggest difference between Stamp Mate and other softwares is that Stamp Mate is meant for managing your 
personal evidence of stamps. Due to automatic import you can download just stamps which you are interested in. It 
means you don't need to have thousands of stamps in your collection you don’t want. You also don't need to buy 
new program every year to get new data, because Stamp Mate's/Colnect’s database is being updated daily. 
You can download it here: www.catamates.com. It’s free for trial. 
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P O S T  O F F I C E  P A G E S  O N  F A C E B O O K  

S T A M P  M A T E  S O F T W A R E  

http://www.stampnews.com/
http://www.catamates.com/
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In 1984 the stamp designer Jeffery Matthews was asked  to define a range of colours for the Machin definitive series.  
The Machin design had been in use for about 17 years but the colour range had been developed in an ad hoc fashion 
with inconsistent use of darker and lighter shades.  
 
Jeffery Matthews developed  a new range of colours by producing swatches which he hand mixed. The printer Harrison 
& Sons used these for proofing. Trial printings of 16 different colours were produced in July 1985. The eventual range 
of 30 colours  was completed in 1988 with names agreed with Royal Mail. This palette, with a few further additions,   
remained in use for 23 years. The colour chart below was produced for Post Office reference and is held by the British 
Postal Museum & Archive.  
 
In fact, between 1988 and 2012 a total of 36 Matthews colours were used for the Machin series. As postage rates 
changed and values came in and out of general use many of the colours were used more than once emerald green, 
red, and rhododendron, for example, were recycled for six different values.  
 
After dominating the Machin scene for those 23 years the Matthew palette was officially superseded by a new colour 
range in 2012. This change was influenced largely by changing circumstances such as the decision to print definitives 
with a security overlay from 2009.  The new range of colours was developed in house by Royal Mail. This range is   
referred to as the Jubilee palette in recognition of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee.  
 
Some Matthews colours are still in use but they can be expected to disappear as the values they are used on become 
redundant.  
 
Source and full credit to this material, abridged and edited from an excellent piece by Don Staddon of Stamp Magazine. 
June 2014 
Image below is copyright Royal Mail courtesy of the British Postal Museum & Archives. 

 
 

M A C H I N  C O L O U R S   1 9 8 8 — 2 0 1 2  

N E W  M E M E B R S  S I T E S  

2005 9p Orange; 2008 15p shocking pink;    

1996 20p light green; 2003 £5 grey blue,         

all conforming to the Matthews  1988 palette  
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Welcome to Iain Craven of BC Stamps Limited from the UK. I am very pleased to welcome Iain to the IPDA and show 
a part of his website homepage. An excellent site with a very clear and easy to follow listing of material.   
 
On the subject of selling, as I mentioned in my Editorial,  one area I think worth noting for all of us dealers is the      
information we present on our “About” page. Iain has an excellent page if I may say so. A great example to us all. 
 
BC Stamps supplies high quality British Commonwealth stamps - singles, sets and specialised items at very competitive 

prices.  Please welcome Iain and enjoy his website at http://www.bcstamps.co.uk/ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editors comments on GB New commemorative issues:  Since I was in the UK a week ago I thought I would write about 
these because I can :-)  I am not a fan of the issuing policy of Royal Mail yet at times I do like some of their new     
commemoratives. I found some time to visit a few Post Offices while I was there.  My first observation is that many of 
the new commemorative issues are just not available over the counter.  My second view is; why do they issue so 
many stamps in an issue and so many issues so close together?  I really do think the market will be flooded with     
unused, material in years to come. In fact we see it today. Letters posted using “older” GB material that many dealers 
have bought for a song, so to speak, and are now using to mail orders to customers. One small example below. These 
two se-tenant blocks of ten from the 1997 Flower Paintings issue are catalogued at £14 per block of 10 used, and the 
41p Machins, unless I am terribly wrong, the 4 41p stamps on the right are 2 Band phosphor, drab from the 1993 issue 
catalogued at £1.75 as single, and the 4 on the left are the all over phosphor catalogued at £12 as singles.   Anyway, 
back to new issues. The Buckingham Palace issue was really nice in my view. The Films issue is awful so I am not 
showing it, and thankfully I have no  space.  And for the purist, it is no good just getting a single copy as the stamps 
are now frequently issued se-tenant.  
 
What is it like in the US, Canada, Europe, Australia or elsewhere?        
Perhaps you have thoughts on modern collecting and buyer interests, and 
some examples you can send to me for the next Newsletter.  

 
            Click Images to enlarge or increase font size in your viewer 
 
 
 

N E W  I S S U E S — G R E A T  B R I T A I N  

http://www.bcstamps.co.uk/
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O N L I N E  P A Y M E N T  S E R V I C E S   
 

Editors Note: I have to thank my dear friend and IPDA Director Larry Bailey from Australia for this piece. I just thought it 
was an enjoyable read.  Source  COLORADO SPRINGS NEWS, author acknowledged as  Lance Benzel  

 

A sign on the wall at Ackley's Rocks & Stamps in Colorado 
Springs invites customers to "Help a Philatelist - Lick a Stamp 
Today."  In this case, there's a milestone to celebrate, so feel free 
to lick the whole book . After five   decades in the business, Art 
Ackley, one of Colorado Springs' longest serving philatelists, or 
stamp collectors, is preparing to call it quits. The 90-year-old   
proprietor of    Ackley's Rocks & Stamps, 3230 N. Stone Ave., 
says it's time to retire, and in a blow to the region's stamp       
enthusiasts, he plans to sell his inventory of rare and collectible 
specimens to an online dealer - the better to find an audience.  

"Stamp collecting is one of those hobbies you either do or you 
don't," Ackley says, acknowledging that at a time when text    
messages and emails have nudged the personal letter into relic status, young people have all but abandoned 
the hobby. "A lot of the people in and out of here are old-timers," he says. 

Although stamps will no longer be bought or sold, the rock and mineral sales will continue under the name   
Ackley's Rocks, said owner David Key, who bought that part of the business with his wife and daughter five 
years ago. The Keys wouldn't change a name that's build up a half-century of goodwill among a niche customer 
base, he said. "We just had a lady stop in who said she's been coming here for 40 years." 

The sale of the rock operation came when Ackley's wife of 70 years, Helena, decided to retire, Key said. At the 
time, Art wasn't ready to retire, so he held onto the stamp room. "Art was interested in the stamps and Helena 
was interested in the rocks," said Key. Key and his wife plan to buy the Ackley building this summer, making 
Ackley's retirement official.  But until the sale is final, Ackley will be where Springs stamp collectors have come 
to expect him: manning the counter from 9 to 4:15 p.m. every day except Wednesday and Sunday, willing and 
able to show his mastery over the inventory. 

Looking for that rare stamp to complete your series? If he has it, he knows where it's stored, as he              
demonstrated when a reporter asked to see his rarest items. He makes his way slowly through his store, but 
thumbs through the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue - the Kelley Blue Book of stamps - like a Vegas 
poker dealer handles cards. For Ackley, the love of stamps came early, and it was acquired through another 
waning practice: correspondence with an older pen pal. 

He was just 8 when his friend, Mr. Kinsey, gave him a Captain Tim Stamp Album "that sold for a dime," he   
recalls. He traded stamps with fellow collectors he met through his pen pal hobby - and sometimes hitched 
rides to meet them in person. "I used to hitchhike all over New York," he said. "It was safer in those days." 

The inventory in Ackley's store includes any number of the Postal Service's attempts to create new generations 
of collectors, from Looney Tunes figures, to Archie and Veronica frames, to special edition series featuring   
album covers by Michael Jackson. 

Ackley's favorites are his personal collection of Tibetan stamps, consisting of "pretty much everything they put 
out." 

Collecting stamps was a way to experience places he'd never been, like the Pitcairn Islands, 1,000 miles off the 
South American coast. On his hunt to obtain stamps from Pitcairn, he became pen pals with a prominent     
resident there, Ivan Christian, the grandson of Fletcher Christian, who in 1789 led the infamous mutiny on the 
British Royal Navy ship the H.M.S. Bounty. 

Ackley opened up shop in 1964, the year he purchased and renamed Bader's Gems and Minerals, and moved 
the store to the Stone Avenue location in 1969. Adding stamps to the business was a way to re-engage with an 
early passion. He said he still remembers the sensation of rediscovering that collection.  

"It was like finding an old friend." 

 

http://gazette.com/author/lance-benzel
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Editors Note: Member Steve Hill from Steve Hill Stamps kindly sent me this article which I hope some of you 
will find useful. I look forward to more from Steve and if other Members have advice to add then lets share with 
each other. 
 
As internet dealers we list a lot on various sites (eBay, Delcampe, Bidstart etc). I’m hoping to put together a   
series of articles for the private seller or newer dealer to help to improve their listings.  My listings are not perfect 
(Are anyones?) but I hope this will be of interest to someone! 
 

I sell mainly singles and sets on eBay and the examples are geared towards this. 
 

What is a listing for? It’s got to achieve three things : 
Be included in a buyers search 
Attract the buyers attention 
Persuade the buyer to bid/purchase. 

 

If your listing fails at any one of these steps you won’t get that sale.  I’ll look at these sections in order below. 
 
What is a lot? 
This should be your starting point before even looking at listing, does what you are selling make sense as a lot? 
Should it be broken down, or shelved until more material can be added. Part commemorative sets rarely sell 
well, you are usually better waiting to complete the set or offloading in a general lot. 
 

Be included in a buyers search. 
This is often overlooked when looking at listings but is really the most important part of the listing process.  After 
all if you have the most impressive sales patter in the world it’s not going to do any good if no one actually reads 
it. 
 

How do people search for stamps? In three main ways : 
 by category,  
 by word search (Country, Reign, Theme, Catalogue Number, Year, Watermark, Quality, Post Mark, etc) 
 by seller (you can’t influence this by your listings directly but is the ideal way to get a sale) 
 

Therefore the first thing in a listing should be to categorise it correctly (including item specifics on eBay - these 
are used a lot to narrow searches down) and then Describe your lot using as many keywords as possible in the 
title. The title should be readable  - Coronation KGVI 1937 SG 118-20 Gibraltar Used - may get you found in 
search but fails to attract the buyers attention, accept in the negative sense. 
 

Attract the Buyers Attention 

So your buyer has your listing in search. What do they see? Typically your photo, your title, and price. How can 
you use these to get the buyer to choose your listing over the other 42 Gibraltar Coronation Sets? A couple of 
pointers 
 

Photo : This should not be a photo for stamps at all, but a scan on a black hagner, of the actual stamps to be 
sold (stock photos can lead to issues after sale). and a hi res one (600dpi). The stamps should be laid out to 
show the stamps in full in a square formation (having all your stamps in a horizontal row makes your listing take 
up less space in the search results. A vertical Row of stamps, while giving you the largest listing possible does 
not look how anyone would lay their stamps out in an album so looks odd). This should then be trimmed to    
remove blank space around the edge (making your stamp pictures bigger), and in between rows of the hagner if 
possible ( I se MS Paint or GIMP for this). 

http://www.stevehillstamps.co.uk/
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Title : You’ve already included key words to get your item found, now you need to include words to make your   
listing stand out, while being truthful.  ‘Gibraltar. 1937 KGVI Coronation. Used Complete Set SG 118-20’. is my 
standard for the coronation listing, adding ‘complete set’ to the key words reassures buyers that they are getting 
the full set ( For the coronation issues most collectors can spot this a mile off, but for the 1968 Gibraltar Scout   
Association 60th Anniv its more of a stretch). Adding ‘With Flaws’ can actually help the listing as the buyer is more 
likely to believe you are fully disclosing any issues. 
 

Price : This is one area that you don’t want to stand out.  Too high, it will never sell. Too low and you’ll get a sale 
all right but it’s likely to be relisted by the buyer shortly afterwards. Starting lots as auctions can mitigate against a 
low starting price, but remember you need two buyers to bid the item up. This does not always happen. Try and 
look at completed listings of similar lots to give an idea of price, but for most lots catalogued below GBP 50,        
20-30% of catalogue is about what an experienced seller on eBay achieves. 
 

Persuade the Buyer to Purchase 
So the prospective buyer has clicked on your link and opened your full listing.  The final hurdle is here getting the 
bid/purchase. 
 

Description : Your description should repeat everything in the title, expanding any abbreviations in case the buyer 
does not understand them (as a secondary advantage this will also help with the search e.g. King George VI to 
KGVI). Any known flaws should be fully disclosed in the description. Don’t oversell your listings (LMM is a classic 
one used too much) as it can lead to after sale issues. 
 

Terms and Conditions ; These are needed on the listings to clarify what the buyer should do, but need to be short, 

fair, friendly and compliant with any Consumer Rights legislation/ eBay and Paypal rules, again a couple of     

pointers 

 Payment is due within XX days (leave off any threat about unpaid item disputes etc, it’s there anyway, and just 

makes you look up tight) 

 No Quibble Returns (Under eBay/Paypal rules and legislation you have to accept returns in any case so make 

it a selling point) 

 Dispatch Time should be a low as possible, this also gives you a boost in search results. 

 

Sell other items : Once someone is willing to buy from you, get them to check your other items and give them a 
reason to buy more from you through combined shipping. 
 
Finally check the entire listing again after a break (or even better get someone else to check it) errors in a listing 
will cost you sales. 
 

After the sale 

Once your sale has completed you now have your final opportunity to sell more. You do this by delighting your 
customer so that they will search for your items by your name and also provide positive feedback to encourage 
others your are a reputable seller. 
Pack Well and Dispatch fast : Make sure your lot gets to your customer dry and flat, and send as soon as you can. 
Personal Service : You are not a machine, include a quick handwritten note (i just write ‘Thanks for Your Bid’ 
Ask them to buy again : include the URL of your eBay (and other) store with any sales, and ask them to mark you 
as a favourite seller, they can then search by seller as above, beating the eBay best match. 
 

Selling on an Auction site is an art, not a science and no listing is perfect. I hope the above pointers have been 

useful 

 

D E S C R I B I N G  L O T S  O N  A U C T I O N  S I T E S   B Y  S T E V E  H I L L … . . . C O N T ’ D  



 

 

 
 

Editors Note: My thanks to our Director Roger West for the following. I have used some from his excellent web site       

Please have a look and enjoy more of the 100 plus limericks, all illustrated with stamps. 

 

A limerick is a type of humorous verse of five lines with an AABBA rhyme scheme: the poem's connection with the city in 

Ireland is obscure, but the name is generally taken to be a reference to Limerick city or County Limerick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well I didn’t think I would make 8 pages but somehow I have. I hope something here interested you. If something did and 

you see some value from this Newsletter and from everything we have advertised as a benefit from being a Member of the 

IPDA,  see the IPDA website for details,  perhaps you could recommend the IPDA  to just one colleague. Just think. If we all 

got one dealer colleague to join we could double our membership  We have about 90 Members now. How do we get  to 

200.  How do we promote ourselves so more buyers want to buy from an IPDA member?   Value to all of us I think.  

Write to me with your ideas, or articles.                Best wishes.. Michael     email me at michaelatipda@gmail.com 
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Edward Lear, the English artist, illustrator, author and 

poet, is today known mostly for his literary nonsense,    

especially his Limericks, which some say Lear invented. 

Indeed, the earliest known use of the name 'Limerick' for 

this type poem is an 1880 reference in a newspaper,    

published eight years before Lear's death.  

 

 

It filled Galileo with mirth 

To watch his two rocks fall to Earth 

He gladly proclaimed 

‘Their rates are the same 

And quite independent of girth! 

The Sun orbits Earth it was thought 

Twas a theory most scientists bought 

But Copernicus found 

This belief was unsound 

Now a sun-centered system is taught  

Two brothers named Wong couldn't quite 

Pull off their first aeroplane flight 

When their rig crashed and burned 

They finally learned 

Two Wongs never could make a Wright  

http://www.avionstamps.com/ambrowCart/unique/features_details.php?category=76
http://www.ipdastamps.org/
mailto:michaelatipda@gmail.com

